TOLOMEO XXL
BY
MICHELE DE LUCCHI
GIANCARLO FASSINA

MICHELE DE LUCCHI

GIANCARLO FASSINA

Born in Italy in 1961, Michele De Lucchi designed the Tolomeo in
1987. The lamp now available in sizes from mini to mega is arguably
Artemide’s most iconic fixture.

Born in Milan in 1935, Italian architect Giancarlo Fassina was a leading
figure in Italian avant-garde design beginning in the 1970’s. Through
his work with the Radical “anti-design” movement he explored
scale distortion, color and promoted the social relevance and humor
of objects. The Tolomeo, his iconic lamp series for Artemide, was
created in collaboration with Michele De Lucchi.

Having a background in architecture and industrial design, De Lucchi
also favors a craftsman-like approach and since 1990 through the
line “Produzione Privata,” he has created a series of artisan-produced
items such as small sculptures carved with a power saw.
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ICON
The main mission for a designer
is to create a system of light that
finds a shape. Designed by Michele
De Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassina,
Tolomeo’s timeless features have
earned resounding fame that
have turned the luminaire into an
indisputable icon in modern lighting.
Tolomeo is about to turn 30 years
bold, with no wrinkle in its design.
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IDENTITY
“Light is the most intangible material
there is. It’s the element that best
represents the sense of infinity, the
sense of an endless future”
						
		
- Michele De Lucchi
Everything about Tolomeo’s composure
identifies strongly with Artemide’s Human
Light philosophy that places men and the
pursuit of their well being at the core of
research and development. Tolomeo is
the perfect marriage between design
and engineering.
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LIFESTYLE (XXL)
“Lamps are paradoxically the design object that best
witnesses the changes of lifestyle.”
							
- Michele De Lucchi
Since inception, Tolomeo’s award-winning design,
engineering, and performance features have been
further refined in a complete and broad series of
models for table, floor, wall, and suspension
application that can support any activities,
populating a wide array of living spaces, including
outdoor spaces, to complete the Tolomeo lifestyle.
Tolomeo XXL’s towering size gives the fixture
a majestically powerful presence, becoming a
statement piece when its grand iconic features
are made part of any outdoor environment.
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TOLOMEO XXL

floor

TOLOMEO XXL W/BASE floor

TOLOMEO XXL W/FIXED SUPPORT floor

EMISSION

EMISSION

direct

direct

LIGHT SOURCE

LIGHT SOURCE

CFL
2X42W
GX24q-4

CFL
2X42W
GX24q-4

DIMMING FEATURE

DIMMING FEATURE

non dimmable

non dimmable

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

103 1/8 ”
262 cm

103 1/8 ”
262 cm

ø 39 3/8 ”
ø 100 cm

114 15/16”
292 cm

FINISH

114 15/16”
292 cm

FINISH

aluminum

aluminum

CERTIFICATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS

c.UL.us listed, IP55

c.UL.us listed, IP55
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For retail sales contact information, please visit

www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit

www.artemide.net/contract-sales

